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                   A short test 
Name:…………………... 

 
        Grade : 5  

1. Circle the words you hear:  

1- month mouse  minute  mother 
2- fifth fourth famous father 
3- eleventh seventh cable race 
4- January February December  November 

2. Complete the dialogue: 

Tamer:……………………………….,Kamal. 

Kamal: Hello,……………………….. 

Tamer: …………………………………………………..? 

Kamal: I like writing emails.  

Tamer: What's your favourite subject? 

Kamal: …………………………………………..  

3. Complete using the following words:  
 

a. We collect olives in ………………………………….. 
b. He was first in  the 200…………………… race. 
c. The Olympic ……………………………….. is in London. 
d. Omar's family went hiking in a beautiful ………………………………. . 

4. Read the paragraph then answer the questions:  

Rania is from Ramallah. She likes to go outdoors. She likes the sunny days. Rania's 
favourite months is June   and doesn't like snowy days. Rania's birthday is in 
summer. Amy  is from London. She likes to stay indoors. Her favourite season is 
winter. Her birthday is in January. 

A. Answer the following questions: 
1. What is Rania's favourite month?         …………………………………………………………………  
2. Where is Amy from?                            …………………………………………………………………  

B. Choose: 
1. Rania doesn't like ………………………….days.  (cold – snowy - sunny) 
2. Rania is from ……………………………….   (London – Gaza-  Ramallah ) 

What do you like doing? 

Hello. 

My favourite subject is maths. 

Tamer 

Stadium   –  valley– months  – meters 
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5. Write correct verbs:  

1- I………………………………… a story now.  (read) 
2- He …………………………………….now. (stand up )  
3- Amy and Rania ……………………………………….the room every day . (clean) 
4- Ben ………………………………… over  there now. (sit) 
5- Mona…………………………………….the dishes every day. (wash) 

6. Think and write the missing  

3rd   = ………………………………  

15th = ……………………………… 

1st    =………………………………  

……………= second 

……………= twelfth 

…………..= fourth 

7. Complete the sentences  

Season  Months 

……………………. 

Autumn  

Winter 

………………….. 

June  ,    July  and  August.    

…………………, ………………………  and……………………… 

……..…………, ………………………  and……………………….. 

March ,    April     and   May. 

8. Do as shown between brackets:  
a. We go to the beach in summer . We build sandcastles in summer.    (and) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 
b. omar  and his family went to ramallah                                    ( punctuate) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… .  
c. Jerusalem   -  of  -   the -  the  -   Rock  -  is  -  in   -   Dome   (rearrange) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

9. Re-write with good handwriting:  

Ben is showing Omar a photo of the Olympic Stadium. 


